
Introducing Ema Giving



Ema Giving

£49 a month + 20p per gift gives you:

Ema Giving provides a full suite of fundraising 
solutions that integrate smoothly together, easy 
for fundraisers and supporters to use. Designed 

to boost income generation.



Ema Visual Templates are a way for you 
to ask your supporter to give a donation 
and see their impact alongside others. 

Create a community for your supporters 
and bring them to life on an engaging 
page. Plus, your supporters can share 
their reason for giving and promote your 
charity across their own social media, 
organically attracting more donors. 

Popular for in-memory fundraising, now 
Ema Visual templates can be used all 
kinds of fundraising appeals. In three 
simple steps -

• Engage your supporter 

• Make a donation possible 

• Add a marker to represent giving

Show me the templates!



The design can be customised to suit any 
organisation. You can pick a design from 
our popular templates or we’ll help you 
create one of your own for you. 

An Ema Visual consists of a background 
image with a ‘marker’ placed for every 
donation, with clever tech powering the 
data collection behind.



Engage Stage

At Ema we like things to be as elegantly 
simple as possible and we like the number 3. 
When we engage your supporters, they also 

follow a simple 3-page process.



This is where they name their donation 
and create a message about why they 
support you. If they want, they can upload 
an image and after they feel appreciated, 
they choose the amount they wish to 
donate. 

It’s in this order as psychologically they 
are putting a price on how much they care 
after they have taken the time to name 
their reason. We can also collect a Gift Aid 
declaration for you to keep your records 
up to date.  

We do the sums for you with a running 
total that shows how much your campaign 
has appealed to your supporters and they 
can see how impressive the solution their 
support amounts to, although they can 
hide their name, if they prefer.

Step One



We have got your consents covered, we 
automatically ask supporter how they’d 
like to be contacted and they feel their 
data is secure. You have complete control 
over which options you would like to ask 
them to opt in for. We’re hear to make it 
easy for you.

Step Two



Here we display all the information for 
your supporter to check so there are no 
frustrated calls to the fundraising office 
and the supporter gets to see their own 
case for supporting you all over again. At 
this stage, they can go back and amend 
any errors they may have made.

Step Three



Make A Donation Stage

Press our handy ‘Confirm Donation’ button 
and off we go. We integrate with your payment 

system and you receive your donations 
straight away.



Add A Marker Stage

Let your supporter see their impact immediately, and 
once their marker is set on your Ema background 

and the ‘Share’ option pops up, this encourages your 
supporter to tell others how to give to you too.

     https://ema.gives/mycharity?giftID=6



You can see how many people you have 
inspired to support your appeal and the 
total, so it’s easy to see how your targets 
are being reached and whether you need 
to add a nudge of your own via your 
communication channels to boost the 
income you are generating.



Gifts In Wills

Legacy Intentions:

There is a strong connection between in-memory giving and 
Legacy giving. In-memory giving is a gateway, so event attendees, 
annual appeal supporters and even your corporate partners can 
come to you because they care about a loved one. We have taken 
the knowledge we already have around using Visual Templates to 

create a way of sharing Legacy pledge Intentions.

We recommend you always include a soft legacy ask, as it’s an inclusive way of 
allowing asset rich yet cash-poor supporters to take part in any of your appeals.



As most charities report that 
they receive gifts in wills from 
unknown supporters, we have 
developed a way to engage 
your future pledges, now. 

Let’s bust some legacy myths 
together and unlock your 
legacy community while they 
are still alive and ready to be 
engaged.

Let’s go!



Why would your supporter tell you about their intention? Because you can 
point them in the direction of life planning partners. If you don’t partner with 
any already, we can recommend some for you. When you join Ema Giving, you 
become part of our charity family and we’re here to help. Again, you choose 
which information you would like to ask or share.



We know that leaving a gift in a will is very special and so even a shared 
intention is treated with respect and identified as a gift. This ‘gift’ is shown on a 
visual template similar to the donation page so that it is equally appealing and 
engaging and of course, cleverly recorded in your admin area of Ema Giving.



Let’s normalise and unlock the secrets of legacy gifts and make future 
donations feel as real as they are, we’ll provide you with a list of legacy pledgers 
and share their intended gift amounts in your personalised admin section. You 
will have a name, amount and time of donation to help report on how successful 
your legacy marketing activity has been. 

We can tell you if the intention came via mobile or desktop and together we’ll 
reveal your supporter’s location. This insightful information can be exported or 
connect with your CRM directly and if you hear about pledgers in other ways, 
you can also add gifts manually from offline legacy conversations.



Ema Flow Features

Something we’d like you to know:

Ema fundraising solutions are powered by powerful tech. 
Developed by Minted Box, our everyday clients are large and 
commercial. But Ema comes from the heart and we are on a 

mission to make digital solutions accessible for all. So, we have 
developed an innovative way to make your campaigns and 

solutions work seamlessly together.

Tell me more!



With Ema, you are invited to go with the flow. All you need to know is that every 
campaign is managed by a core software solution that we call our Ema Flow. Let 
us twiddle with the tech but know that our expertise will enable you to change 
the content of your donation flows without any heavy lifting. Simply drag and 
drop items into any order that works for you and the results are immediate and 
stream together. 

We have set up a standard Visual Template flow so that you benefit from our 
many years’ experience without needing to master tech wizardry all by yourself.



Once you are comfortably set up with a 
Visual fundraising and Intentions page 
to start generating income, there are 
additional extras that are all included 
with the Flow and we can add bespoke 
steps on request.



You know what your priorities are, so 
we’ve made it easy for you to arrange your 
fundraising solutions in the order that you 
require.

For example, here, we’ve dragged the 
legacy intentions element as an extra step 
to the visual template, so your supporters 
are presented with a soft legacy message 
after they have made a donation. 

You can customise these steps and open 
the floodgates to fundraising potential as 
you learn to adapt and develop your Flow.

Why not build a ‘landing page’ or ask 
questions, show images or video and 
do this at your preferred point in your 
donation flow? We provide the tools, you 
know your audience and together we can 
find out a lot more about their capacity 
and propensity to give.



Ema Giving provides many possibilities 
with additional space for extra campaigns 
and related questions. 

Want to know more than one thing about 
your supporter? As you can see, we can 
add multiple types of questions that are 
presented in an easy to populate format. 
Simply drag the elements you require and 
add to the flow.



Need to change the text to suit your 
appeal? Edit, click Preview to check and 
then save.

ou don’t need to worry about being lost 
in the Flow or drown in multiple tabs. Your 
Flow sits with editable solutions all in the 
one screen so there’s no hopping about 
and getting confused.



This is what your personal flow would 
look like:

So you can shuffle elements around 
and in this example, decide to put your 
questions at the top, it’s entirely and 
easily edit-ably up to you!



When you have made an edit, your 
personalised Flow will appear and you 
can add as many of these amends and 
updates as you like. Use your Flow as a 
starting point to building an integrated 
campaign or a way to quickly add a 
question at the end of a journey.



Your Campaign manager will keep your 
campaigns in order and allow you to see 
everything in one place, whether your 
campaigns are live, finished or in draft. 
Edit with ease, Ema Giving lets you see 

and manage almost every aspect of 
your campaign, setting preferences and 
specific questions in one easy to view 
place.



Join Ema

Sign up today and together we can make amazing digital 
campaigns to boost your income generation and supporter 
engagement. Ema engages fundraisers and supporters in 
an attractive and interactive way so you learn more about 

each other and it doesn’t require a lot of effort.


